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Comment on ‘‘Gas-liquid coexistence and demixing in systems
with highly directional pair potentials’’

P. I. C. Teixeira*
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom

~Received 9 June 1998!

It is shown that the simulation results of Blair and Patey@Phys. Rev. E57, 5682~1998!# for a model nematic
liquid crystal are qualitatively described by mean-field theory. Furthermore, it is pointed out that the absence
of ~isotropic! liquid-vapor equilibrium appears to be a common feature of a number of model fluids charac-
terized by strongly anisotropic pair potentials.@S1063-651X~99!03201-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.20.Gy, 64.60.Cn, 64.70.Md
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In a recent paper Blair and Patey@1# reported a Gibbs
ensemble Monte Carlo~GEMC! @2–5# simulation study of a
liquid crystal~LC! model characterized by the pair potent
@6#

u~12!5u0~12!1ua~12!, ~1!

where ~12! denotes the set of positional and orientation
coordinates of molecules 1 and 2,u0(12) is the interaction
between hard spherical cores of diameters, and the aniso-
tropic partua(12) is given by

ua~12!524leS s

r D 6

P2~cosg!, ~2!

with r the intermolecular distance,P2(x) the second Leg-
endre polynomial, andg the angle between the long axes
the two particles, the strength of their attraction being giv
by the productle. They found an isotropic-to-nematic (I -N)
transition but, contrary to their expectations, no isotro
liquid-vapor (I -V) coexistence. In what follows I shall argu
that this is indeed the behavior to be expected on the bas
the simplest mean-field~MF! theory and that it appears to b
common to a number of other systems.

The ‘‘Maier-Saupe’’ LC model@7# in question, Eq.~1!
with Eq. ~2!, is in fact a special case of that introduced
Telo da Gama a few years ago@8#, viz.,

uMS~12!5u0~12!2AS s

r D 6

2BS s

r D 6

P2~cosg!, ~3!

which in turn can be regarded as a simplification of Luc
hurst and Romano’s@see@9#, Eqs. ~2!–~6!#. In subsequent
work it was shown that the topology of its phase diagr
depends sensitively on the ratioR5B/A of the strengths of
the anisotropic and isotropic parts of the intermolecular
tential @10#. At small R we find the usualI -V critical point
and a N-I -V triple point. As R is increased, the ratio o
critical to triple point temperatures decreases until it reac
unity for R;0.79. Thus, ifR*0.79 there is noI -V coexist-
ence, as the amount of isotropic attractive energy prese
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insufficient to produce condensation at a density lower th
that of nematic ordering at a given temperature. The sys
simulated by Blair and Patey falls into this category, as
corresponds toR5`. Within MF theory it is straightforward
why this should be the case: The only contribution to the f
energy density from long-range forces is proportional toh2

2,
where h25^P2(cosu)& is the nematic order paramete
which therefore vanishes in theI phase@see@8#, Eqs. ~20!
and ~21!#. The same conclusion is most likely valid beyon
MF theory; see below.

The phase diagram, pressure, and order parameter c
lated using the MF theory of@8,10# are compared with simu
lation in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Results are given
terms of the~dimensionless! reduced densityr* 5rs3, tem-
perature T* 5kBT/e @11#, and pressureP* 5Ps3/kBT.
Theory underestimates the width of theI -N coexistence re-
gion and predicts too steep slopes for the binodals~which
are, however, partially bracketed by simulation data poin
see Fig. 1!. Consistently, it underestimates the order para
eter at the transition and its temperature dependence~Fig. 3!.

r-

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the LC model, Eq.~1! with Eq. ~2!,
from MF theory~see@10#, Fig. 3! ~solid lines! and GEMC simula-
tion @1# ~open squares!. r* 5rs3 and T* 5kBT/e are the reduced
density and reduced temperature, respectively.I , isotropic phase;
N, nematic phase. The dot-dashed line is the limit of stability of
N liquid phase relative to theN solid, obtained from bifurcation
analysis@13#.
1280 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Pressures, by contrast, are overestimated by a factor of
~Fig. 2!.

In our earlier papers@8,10# the solid phases that will per
force be present were disregarded@12#. We have since been
able to find the limit of stability of the liquid with respect t
solid fluctuations, from bifurcation analysis@13#; this is
shown as the dot-dashed line in Figs. 1 and 2. It is a differ
branch of the solid-liquid spinodal from that computed
Blair and Patey~short-dashed line in Fig. 2!, but it allows us
approximately to locate the freezing transition, which is
poor agreement with simulation.

I conclude by noting that the same phenomenon of
disappearance of theI -V critical point has been encountere
in a number of other model fluids, by both theory and sim
lation: mixtures of rodlike colloidal particles and~hard-
sphere! polymers where the ratio of the diameters of polym
and rod is less than about 0.1@14#, binary mixtures of suffi-

FIG. 2. Pressure atI -N coexistence for the system in Fig. 1
from MF theory@10# ~solid line! and simulation@1# ~open squares
I phase; filled squares,N phase!. The short-dashed line is the lim
of stability of a fcc solid phase with respect to the liquid@see@1#,
Fig. 1~b!#, whereas the dot-dashed line is, as in Fig. 1, the limit
stability of theN liquid phase relative to theN solid @13#.
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ciently dissimilar thermotropic nematogens@15#, very long
hard rods in an attractive MF@16,17#, the ferromagnetic
Heisenberg fluid forR;0.6320.71 @18–22#, the Gay-Berne
fluid @23,24#, and the fluid of hard spherocylinders with ge
eralized square wells if the shape anisotropy parameter
ceeds a critical value@17,25#. So it seems to be a gener
feature of liquid phase behavior whenever there is comp
tion between isotropic and angle-dependent forces ra
than an artifact of any particular approximation~which will
have only quantitative consequences!. Indeed, although a
modifiedMF treatment yields a different thresholdR than the
MF for the Heisenberg fluid@21#, qualitatively the scenario
remains unchanged. Finally, it would be interesting to ver
other predictions of the above theories, namely, the occ
rence of order-order critical points.

Financial support from the EPSRC~United Kingdom! is
gratefully acknowledged. I thank M. M. Telo da Gama for
critical reading of the manuscript.
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FIG. 3. Order parameter atI -N coexistence for the system i
Fig. 1, from MF theory@10# ~solid lines! and simulation~open
squares! @1#. Numerical experiment reveals a more strongly orde
N phase than is predicted by theory.
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